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Ø  Case statements symbolically represent all   
functions 

 
Ø  Model transition model, observation model and 

reward function based on case statements 

Technically, how is this all done?  
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                       The Problem 

•  How to control water levels in a 2 level reservoir:  
Ø  Rain fills both reservoirs raising the levels while draining the downstream reservoir to 

produce electricity reduces the level. To reduce the level of upstream reservoir, we 
need to drain water at the appropriate time. 

•  Gain maximum energy produced and avoid flooding in the downstream 
Ø  Plan for draining water from both reservoirs for a horizon of 6-12 months according to 

available data  

 

•  Planning with discrete variables has been done, but we want exact answers so 
we use continuous variables  
Ø  Continuous water levels and continuous time to drain the reservoirs 

•  No exact planning method known! Only approximations to the real answer 

 

 

  

 

 

 

                                The Solution 

•  Use a continuous model for representing our problem:  
Ø  State: continuous water levels,  Actions: continuous time to drain ( or not drain)  

•  Planning to maximize the total energy for a period of time considering:  
Ø  Unknown initial water levels causes infinite number of possible states reachable after 

performing an action  

Ø  Uncertainty in rainflow and amount of water evaporated from both reservoirs 

ü  Use variable symbols in the problem definition and solve problem using 
symbolic methods  

•  Symbolic solution:  
Ø  All functions and operations are performed on the symbolic level, no numbers!  

Ø  Use the natural bounds of each continuous variable ( e.g. : water level between 0 and 
maximum capacity) to find the range of possible answers 

Ø  Our goal is to find the action ( time to drain) that is best in each horizon  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                What else?  

 Optimal Mars Rover solution 

Ø  Non-linear rewards for taking pictures at location x (continuous) and  

moves a continuous distance (action)  

Ø  Find best location for pictures: x=0 with a quadratic reducing radius of 2) 

ü  Computes a non-linear solution according to distances from x=0 with 

maximum movement at each step  
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Figure 1: Optimal sum of rewards (value) V t(x) for b = 0 (false)
for time horizons (i.e., decision stages remaining) t = 0, t = 1, and
t = 2 on the MARS ROVER problem. For x ∈ [−2, 2], the rover
automatically takes a picture and receives a reward quadratic in x.
We initialized V 0(x, b) = R(x, b); for V 1(x), the rover achieves
non-zero value up to x = ±12 and for V 2(x), up to x = ±22.

To get a sense of the form of the optimal solution to prob-
lems such as MARS ROVER, we present the 0-, 1-, and 2-step
time horizon solutions for this problem in Figure 1; further,
in symbolic form, we display both the 1-step time horizon
value function (the 2-step is too large to display) and cor-
responding optimal policy in Figure 2. Here, the piecewise
nature of the transition and reward function leads to piece-
wise structure in the value function and policy. Yet despite
the intuitive and simple nature of this result, we are unaware
of prior methods that can produce such exact solutions.

To this end, we extend the previous SDP framework
of (Sanner, Delgado, and de Barros 2011) to the case of con-
tinuous actions to obtain the optimal closed-form value func-
tion and policy for the class of CSA-MDPs described previ-
ously (as well as the useful deterministic subset). As the fun-
damental technical contribution of the paper, we show how
the continuous action maximization step in the dynamic pro-
gramming backup can be evaluated optimally and symboli-
cally — a task which amounts to symbolic constrained opti-
mization subject to unknown state parameters; we further in-
tegrate this technique to work with an efficient and compact
data structure for SDP — the extended algebraic decision
diagram (XADD). In addition to the solution of the nonlin-
ear MARS ROVER planning example above, we demonstrate
empirical results on RESERVOIR MANAGEMENT and IN-
VENTORY CONTROL domains from operations research to
show the first automated exact solution to these problems.

Continuous State and Action MDPs
In our CSA-MDPs, states are represented by vectors of vari-
ables (�b, �x) = (b1, . . . , bn, x1, . . . , xm). We assume that

x >= -2

x >= -84 - x * x (y = 0)

b

x <= 2

0 (y = 0)

x <= 12

x <= 10

4 (y = -x)-96 + 20 * x - x * x (y = -10) -96 + -20 * x - x * x (y = 10)
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Figure 2: Optimal value function V 1(x) for the MARS ROVER
problem represented as an extended algebraic decision diagram
(XADD). Here the solid lines represent the true branch for the de-
cision and the dashed lines the false branch. To evaluate V 1(x) for
any state x, one simply traverses the diagram in a decision-tree like
fashion until a leaf is reached where the non-parenthetical expres-
sion provides the optimal value and the parenthetical expression
provides the optimal policy (y = π∗,1(x)) to achieve value V 1(x).

each bi ∈ {0, 1} (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is boolean and each xj ∈ R
(1 ≤ j ≤ m) is continuous. We also assume a finite set
of p actions A = {a1(�y1), . . . , ap(�yp)}, where �yk ∈ R|�yk|

(1 ≤ k ≤ p) denote continuous parameters for action ak.
A CSA-MDP model requires the following: (i) a joint

state transition model P (�b�, �x�| · · · , a, �y), which specifies
the probability of the next state (�b�, �x�) conditioned on a
subset of the previous and next state and action a(�y); (ii)
a reward function R(�b, �x, a, �y), which specifies the immedi-
ate reward obtained by taking action a(�y) in state (�b, �x); and
(iii) a discount factor γ, 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. A policy π specifies the
action a(�y) = π(�b, �x) to take in each state (�b, �x). Our goal
is to find an optimal sequence of finite horizon-dependent
policies Π∗ = (π∗,1

, . . . ,π
∗,H) that maximizes the expected

sum of discounted rewards over a horizon h ∈ H;H ≥ 0:

V
Π∗

(�x) = EΠ∗

�
H�

h=0

γ
h · rh

����b0, �x0

�
. (4)

Here r
h is the reward obtained at horizon h following Π∗

where we assume starting state (�b0, �x0) at h = 0.
CSA-MDPs as defined above are naturally fac-

tored (Boutilier, Dean, and Hanks 1999) in terms of
state variables (�b, �x, �y); as such, transition structure can be
exploited in the form of a dynamic Bayes net (DBN) (Dean
and Kanazawa 1989) where the conditional probabilities
P (b�

i
| · · · ) and P (x�

j
| · · · ) for each next state variable can

condition on the action, current and next state. We assume
there are no synchronic arcs (variables that condition on
each other in the same time slice) within the binary �b or
continuous variables �x, but we allow synchronic arcs from

          Did it work?  

 
ü  The solution drains the upstream in one iteration 

and avoids draining in the next iteration.  

ü  Draining is avoided  when upstream level (l2) is low 
and downstream level is high (l1)  

ü  Maximum energy is produced after draining the 
reservoirs while avoiding underflow and overflow 

 

 

 

 

 

What about partially observable environments?   

•  ` 

 

 

                              

 

 

 

 Exact Inventory ordering 
 

Ø  No previous exact solution to a multi-item inventory with 
holding costs and storage costs 

Ø  We model each item (state) and amount to order (action) 

Ø  Costs are modelled as negative reward and a positive 
reward for selling items to customers 

ü  We can plan for a 6-month period to reach maximum profit 
with exact item amounts 

 

 

 

 

                              

 

 

 

Maximizing the power generated needs 
controlling temperature and pressure 
of the water turbine 

Ø   Unknown pressure and 
temperatures inside the turbine 
(states) due to mixture of stream 
and water 

Ø   Observations of the pressure and 
temperature valves are available, 
use them as the probable states 

Ø   Open or close the valves (action) to 
control temperature and pressure 

   

ü   Solved with continuous state and 
discrete observations 

 
ü  Exact solution to continuous 

observation  and continuous states 
ü  Find partitions of the state space 

that are possible next states with 
some probability 

 
ü   In the 6-th iteration the highest 

gaining energy states: 

Efficient representation: Extended 
Algebraic decision diagram 
 
Logical decisions and arbitrary 
functions at leaves 

  Main algorithms and techniques:  

Ø  Continuous action maximization: potential maxima 
points for action dependent functions (lower and upper 
bounds, roots of function 

 
Ø  Continuous state-action-observation algorithm for 

Partially Observable environments: deriving observation 
partitions and their probability on the space 

Ø  Proving XADD properties such as consistency and 
redundancy 

Future directions  

Ø  Uncertainty : Stochastic transition models for MDPs 
using noise bounds  

Ø  Multi-agent MDPs: min-max algorithm 

Ø  Policy iteration solution  

Ø  Approximating using polynomial bounds  

Ø  Constraint optimization to use in Operation research  
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for time horizons (i.e., decision stages remaining) t = 0, t = 1, and
t = 2 on the MARS ROVER problem. For x ∈ [−2, 2], the rover
automatically takes a picture and receives a reward quadratic in x.
We initialized V 0(x, b) = R(x, b); for V 1(x), the rover achieves
non-zero value up to x = ±12 and for V 2(x), up to x = ±22.
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each bi ∈ {0, 1} (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is boolean and each xj ∈ R
(1 ≤ j ≤ m) is continuous. We also assume a finite set
of p actions A = {a1(�y1), . . . , ap(�yp)}, where �yk ∈ R|�yk|

(1 ≤ k ≤ p) denote continuous parameters for action ak.
A CSA-MDP model requires the following: (i) a joint

state transition model P (�b�, �x�| · · · , a, �y), which specifies
the probability of the next state (�b�, �x�) conditioned on a
subset of the previous and next state and action a(�y); (ii)
a reward function R(�b, �x, a, �y), which specifies the immedi-
ate reward obtained by taking action a(�y) in state (�b, �x); and
(iii) a discount factor γ, 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. A policy π specifies the
action a(�y) = π(�b, �x) to take in each state (�b, �x). Our goal
is to find an optimal sequence of finite horizon-dependent
policies Π∗ = (π∗,1

, . . . ,π
∗,H) that maximizes the expected

sum of discounted rewards over a horizon h ∈ H;H ≥ 0:

V
Π∗

(�x) = EΠ∗

�
H�

h=0

γ
h · rh

����b0, �x0

�
. (4)

Here r
h is the reward obtained at horizon h following Π∗

where we assume starting state (�b0, �x0) at h = 0.
CSA-MDPs as defined above are naturally fac-

tored (Boutilier, Dean, and Hanks 1999) in terms of
state variables (�b, �x, �y); as such, transition structure can be
exploited in the form of a dynamic Bayes net (DBN) (Dean
and Kanazawa 1989) where the conditional probabilities
P (b�

i
| · · · ) and P (x�

j
| · · · ) for each next state variable can

condition on the action, current and next state. We assume
there are no synchronic arcs (variables that condition on
each other in the same time slice) within the binary �b or
continuous variables �x, but we allow synchronic arcs from

• Value function of Mars rover (nonlinear)  

Piecewise representation  

Ø  Case statements support unary (negation) and 
binary operations (add, multiply, minus)  

Ø  Case statements are defined for maximum and 
minimum, marginalization and integration 

�b to �x.2 Hence we can factorize the joint transition model as

P (�b�, �x�|�b, �x, a, �y) =
n�

i=1

P (b�i|�b, �x, a, �y)
m�

j=1

P (x�j |�b,�b�, �x, a, �y).

We call the conditional probabilities P (b�
i
|�b, �x, a, �y) for

binary variables bi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) conditional probability func-
tions (CPFs) — not tabular enumerations — because in gen-
eral these functions can condition on both discrete and con-
tinuous state as in (1). For the continuous variables xj (1 ≤
j ≤ m), we represent the CPFs P (x�

j
|�b, �b�, �x, a, �y) with

piecewise linear equations (PLEs) satisfying three prop-
erties: (i) PLEs can only condition on the action, current
state, and previous state variables, (ii) PLEs are determinis-
tic meaning that to be represented by probabilities they must
be encoded using Dirac δ[·] functions (example forthcom-
ing), and (iii) PLEs are piecewise linear, where the piece-
wise conditions may be arbitrary logical combinations of �b,
�b
� and linear inequalities over �x. An example PLE has been

provided in (2) where the use of the δ[·] function ensures that
this is a conditional probability function that integrates to 1
over x

�; In more intuitive terms, one can see that this δ[·] is
a simple way to encode the PLE transition x

� = {. . . in the
form of P (x�

j
|�b, �b�, �x, a, �y).

While it will be clear that our restrictions do not permit
general stochastic transition noise (e.g., Gaussian noise as in
LQG control), they do permit discrete noise in the sense that
P (x�

j
|�b, �b�, �x, a, �y) may condition on �b�, which are stochasti-

cally sampled according to their CPFs. We note that this rep-
resentation effectively allows modeling of continuous vari-
able transitions as a mixture of δ functions, which has been
used frequently in previous exact continuous state MDP so-
lutions (Feng et al. 2004; Meuleau et al. 2009).

We allow the reward function R(�b, �x, a, �y) to be either (i)
a general piecewise linear function (boolean or linear condi-
tions and linear values) such as

R(�b, �x, a, �y) =
�

b ∧ x1 ≤ x2 + 1 : 1− x1 + 2x2

¬b ∨ x1 > x2 + 1 : 3x1 + 2x2
(5)

or (ii) a piecewise quadratic function of univariate state and
a linear function of univariate action parameters as demon-
strated in MARS ROVER (3). These transition and reward
constraints will ensure that all derived functions in the solu-
tion of these CSA-MDPs adhere to the reward constraints.

Solution Methods

Now we provide a continuous state generalization of value
iteration (Bellman 1957), which is a dynamic program-
ming algorithm for constructing optimal policies. It pro-
ceeds by constructing a series of h-stage-to-go value func-
tions V

h(�b, �x). Initializing V
0(�b, �x) = 0) we define the

quality Q
h

a
(�b, �x, �y) of taking action a(�y) in state (�b, �x) and

2Synchronic arcs between variables within �b or within �x can
be accommodated if the forthcoming Algorithm 2 (Regress) is
modified to multiply and marginalize-out multiple next-state vari-
ables in one elimination step according to the DBN structure.

acting so as to obtain V
h−1(�b, �x) thereafter as the following:

Qh
a(�b, �x, �y) =

�
R(�b, �x, a, �y) + γ· (6)

�

�b�

� �
n�

i=1

P (b�i|�b, �x, a, �y)
m�

j=1

P (x�j |�b,�b�, �x, a, �y)

�
V h−1(�b�, �x�)d�x�

�

Given Q
h

a
(�b, �x) for each a ∈ A, we can proceed to define

the h-stage-to-go value function as follows:

V
h(�b, �x) = max

a∈A

max
�y∈R|�y|

�
Q

h

a
(�b, �x, �y)

�
(7)

If the horizon H is finite, then the optimal value function
is obtained by computing V

H(�b, �x) and the optimal horizon-
dependent policy π

∗,h at each stage h can be easily deter-
mined via π

∗,h(�b, �x) = arg max
a
arg max

�y
Q

h

a
(�b, �x, �y). If

the horizon H = ∞ and the optimal policy has finitely
bounded value, then value iteration can terminate at horizon
h if V

h = V
h−1; then V

∞ = V
h and π

∗,∞ = π
∗,h.

From this mathematical definition, we next show how to
compute (6) and (7) for the previously defined CSA-MDPs.

Symbolic Dynamic Programming (SDP)

In this section, we extend the symbolic dynamic program-
ming (SDP) work of (Sanner, Delgado, and de Barros 2011)
to the case of continuously parameterized actions for CSA-
MDPs. We present the general SDP framework for value it-
eration in Algorithm 1 (VI) and a regression subroutine in
Algorithm 2 (Regress) where we have omitted parameters
�b and �x from V and Q to avoid notational clutter. The differ-
ence between this SDP algorithm and that in (Sanner, Del-
gado, and de Barros 2011) comes in the continuous action
parameter maximization in line 7 of VI. But first we recap
SDP, which uses the case representation and operations.

Case Representation and Operators

From here out, we assume that all symbolic functions can be
represented in case form (Boutilier, Reiter, and Price 2001):

f =






φ1 : f1

...
...

φk : fk

(8)

Here the φi are logical formulae defined over the state (�b, �x)
that can include arbitrary logical (∧,∨,¬) combinations of
(i) boolean variables and (ii) linear inequalities (≥, >,≤, <)
over continuous variables. Each φi will be disjoint from the
other φj (j �= i); however the φi may not exhaustively cover
the state space, hence f may only be a partial function and
may be undefined for some variable assignments. The fi

may be either linear or quadratic in the continuous param-
eters according to the same restrictions as for R(�b, �x, a, �y).
We require f to be continuous (including no discontinuities
at partition boundaries); operations preserve this property.

Unary operations such as scalar multiplication c · f (for
some constant c ∈ R) or negation −f on case statements f
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over continuous variables. Each φi will be disjoint from the
other φj (j �= i); however the φi may not exhaustively cover
the state space, hence f may only be a partial function and
may be undefined for some variable assignments. The fi

may be either linear or quadratic in the continuous param-
eters according to the same restrictions as for R(�b, �x, a, �y).
We require f to be continuous (including no discontinuities
at partition boundaries); operations preserve this property.

Unary operations such as scalar multiplication c · f (for
some constant c ∈ R) or negation −f on case statements f
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�b to �x.2 Hence we can factorize the joint transition model as

P (�b�, �x�|�b, �x, a, �y) =
n�

i=1

P (b�i|�b, �x, a, �y)
m�

j=1

P (x�j |�b,�b�, �x, a, �y).

We call the conditional probabilities P (b�
i
|�b, �x, a, �y) for

binary variables bi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) conditional probability func-
tions (CPFs) — not tabular enumerations — because in gen-
eral these functions can condition on both discrete and con-
tinuous state as in (1). For the continuous variables xj (1 ≤
j ≤ m), we represent the CPFs P (x�

j
|�b, �b�, �x, a, �y) with

piecewise linear equations (PLEs) satisfying three prop-
erties: (i) PLEs can only condition on the action, current
state, and previous state variables, (ii) PLEs are determinis-
tic meaning that to be represented by probabilities they must
be encoded using Dirac δ[·] functions (example forthcom-
ing), and (iii) PLEs are piecewise linear, where the piece-
wise conditions may be arbitrary logical combinations of �b,
�b
� and linear inequalities over �x. An example PLE has been

provided in (2) where the use of the δ[·] function ensures that
this is a conditional probability function that integrates to 1
over x

�; In more intuitive terms, one can see that this δ[·] is
a simple way to encode the PLE transition x

� = {. . . in the
form of P (x�

j
|�b, �b�, �x, a, �y).

While it will be clear that our restrictions do not permit
general stochastic transition noise (e.g., Gaussian noise as in
LQG control), they do permit discrete noise in the sense that
P (x�

j
|�b, �b�, �x, a, �y) may condition on �b�, which are stochasti-

cally sampled according to their CPFs. We note that this rep-
resentation effectively allows modeling of continuous vari-
able transitions as a mixture of δ functions, which has been
used frequently in previous exact continuous state MDP so-
lutions (Feng et al. 2004; Meuleau et al. 2009).

We allow the reward function R(�b, �x, a, �y) to be either (i)
a general piecewise linear function (boolean or linear condi-
tions and linear values) such as

R(�b, �x, a, �y) =
�

b ∧ x1 ≤ x2 + 1 : 1− x1 + 2x2

¬b ∨ x1 > x2 + 1 : 3x1 + 2x2
(5)

or (ii) a piecewise quadratic function of univariate state and
a linear function of univariate action parameters as demon-
strated in MARS ROVER (3). These transition and reward
constraints will ensure that all derived functions in the solu-
tion of these CSA-MDPs adhere to the reward constraints.

Solution Methods

Now we provide a continuous state generalization of value
iteration (Bellman 1957), which is a dynamic program-
ming algorithm for constructing optimal policies. It pro-
ceeds by constructing a series of h-stage-to-go value func-
tions V

h(�b, �x). Initializing V
0(�b, �x) = 0) we define the

quality Q
h

a
(�b, �x, �y) of taking action a(�y) in state (�b, �x) and

2Synchronic arcs between variables within �b or within �x can
be accommodated if the forthcoming Algorithm 2 (Regress) is
modified to multiply and marginalize-out multiple next-state vari-
ables in one elimination step according to the DBN structure.

acting so as to obtain V
h−1(�b, �x) thereafter as the following:

Qh
a(�b, �x, �y) =

�
R(�b, �x, a, �y) + γ· (6)

�

�b�

� �
n�

i=1

P (b�i|�b, �x, a, �y)
m�

j=1

P (x�j |�b,�b�, �x, a, �y)

�
V h−1(�b�, �x�)d�x�

�

Given Q
h

a
(�b, �x) for each a ∈ A, we can proceed to define

the h-stage-to-go value function as follows:

V
h(�b, �x) = max

a∈A

max
�y∈R|�y|

�
Q

h

a
(�b, �x, �y)

�
(7)

If the horizon H is finite, then the optimal value function
is obtained by computing V

H(�b, �x) and the optimal horizon-
dependent policy π

∗,h at each stage h can be easily deter-
mined via π

∗,h(�b, �x) = arg max
a
arg max

�y
Q

h

a
(�b, �x, �y). If

the horizon H = ∞ and the optimal policy has finitely
bounded value, then value iteration can terminate at horizon
h if V

h = V
h−1; then V

∞ = V
h and π

∗,∞ = π
∗,h.

From this mathematical definition, we next show how to
compute (6) and (7) for the previously defined CSA-MDPs.

Symbolic Dynamic Programming (SDP)

In this section, we extend the symbolic dynamic program-
ming (SDP) work of (Sanner, Delgado, and de Barros 2011)
to the case of continuously parameterized actions for CSA-
MDPs. We present the general SDP framework for value it-
eration in Algorithm 1 (VI) and a regression subroutine in
Algorithm 2 (Regress) where we have omitted parameters
�b and �x from V and Q to avoid notational clutter. The differ-
ence between this SDP algorithm and that in (Sanner, Del-
gado, and de Barros 2011) comes in the continuous action
parameter maximization in line 7 of VI. But first we recap
SDP, which uses the case representation and operations.

Case Representation and Operators

From here out, we assume that all symbolic functions can be
represented in case form (Boutilier, Reiter, and Price 2001):

f =






φ1 : f1

...
...

φk : fk

(8)

Here the φi are logical formulae defined over the state (�b, �x)
that can include arbitrary logical (∧,∨,¬) combinations of
(i) boolean variables and (ii) linear inequalities (≥, >,≤, <)
over continuous variables. Each φi will be disjoint from the
other φj (j �= i); however the φi may not exhaustively cover
the state space, hence f may only be a partial function and
may be undefined for some variable assignments. The fi

may be either linear or quadratic in the continuous param-
eters according to the same restrictions as for R(�b, �x, a, �y).
We require f to be continuous (including no discontinuities
at partition boundaries); operations preserve this property.

Unary operations such as scalar multiplication c · f (for
some constant c ∈ R) or negation −f on case statements f
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